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Translating science from the benchtop to the bedside
By Yusuf Khan, PhD, and William M. Mihalko, MD, PhD

What are the barriers between the research laboratory 
and the clinical setting, and how can we get past them?

An aging population in the United
States is increasing the demand for
new, innovative treatments for
orthopaedic ailments that most 
significantly affect function and
activity later in life. Although 
research into new treatment modali-
ties is active and ongoing, communi-
cation gaps exist between the research
and clinical settings, which frequently
present real barriers to clinical imple-
mentation of the most successful
research innovations. The challenge
faced by both the scientific and clin-
ical communities is identifying these
gaps and suggesting mechanisms to
bridge them successfully.

Translational research
Translational research is broadly
defined as research that has a clearly
defined goal for a clinical application.
Transational research builds on the
information gained through basic
research, and should result in prac-
tical solutions that address particular
clinical problems or unmet needs.

The endpoint of transational
research is often a product, with
some protectable intellectual 
property that ultimately leads to
commercialization. It brings together
two disciplines with a common 
goal: to develop and promote the
treatments that have the highest
potential for application in the 
clinical setting.

Combining two research disci-
plines presents certain difficulties,
that may include variables such as
the following: 
• The gap between actual clinical

need and development of new
research areas

• Insufficient interaction between
scientists and clinicians 

• Safety and regulatory approval
hurdles

• Ethical and moral questions
concerning industry involvement 

• Limited availability of funding

Evaluating currently available
clinical solutions
Translational research is needed
because some of the most promising
advances in benchtop research are
not being actualized in the clinical
setting.

For example, current end-stage
clinical solutions for osteoarthritis
(OA) of the knee or hip include total
joint arthroplasty, hemiarthroplasty,
and resurfacing. Cutting edge clinical
treatments for the early stages of OA
include mosaicplasty, or the Osteo-
chondral Autograft Transplant System
(OATS). This treatment has received
high praise for its effectiveness, but is
challenging to execute and can result
in complications over time.

Another cutting-edge approach
involves harvesting the patient’s own
cartilage cells, expanding them in
culture, and reimplanting them under
a periosteal flap to minimize cellular
loss at the repair site. This technique’s
effectiveness is limited, due to a
narrow viable patient population, a
significant time delay between cell
harvest and re-implantation, and the
need for two surgical procedures,
which increases the possible
morbidity to the patient.

Because current treatment strate-
gies have shortcomings, we must ask
from where the next generation of
solutions will come. Finding the
answer should, from its inception, be
based on current clinical need, the
latest fundamental research, the latest
available technology, and its suit-
ability/appropriateness in the clinical
environment. Accomplishing these
goals can only occur if researchers
and clinicians collaborate.

Integrating clinical need into
research designs 
Translational solutions should be
evaluated with respect to patient need
and urgency, which may be catego-
rized as short-term, intermediate-
term, or long-term (Table 1). In the
OA example, short-term solutions
would focus on patients who require
joint replacement surgery, but will
not have to undergo revision surgery
in the future. First, any persistent
shortcomings should be identified.
The design and development of better
implants can begin with improved
materials to reduce wear particles, or
with the enhancement of existing
operative procedures, or with newer
methodologies for achieving lasting
fixation. Collaboration between the
clinician and the materials scientist
could result in the modification of
current materials to satisfy these
criteria, while maintaining other
aspects—such as durability after

implantation—upon which the
surgeon relies.

In the intermediate stage, the focus
may shift to curing early stages of
osteoarthritis through a better under-
standing of the biologic and
mechanic factors influencing the
repair and progression of the disease.
The interdisciplinary dialogue
between cell biologist and biochemist
would be crucial in achieving this
goal.

Long-term solutions might focus
on the regeneration of an entire joint
through the development of artificial
bone and cartilage with cell-
biomaterial matrices based on
cutting-edge research. These solutions
might include biodegradable polymer
systems, stem cells, and growth
factors, and would certainly involve
the materials scientist, the cell biolo-
gist, and the biomedical engineer.

Regardless of the time frame,
collaboration between the clinician
and the researcher is at the core of
each step of progress. Unfortunately,
the number of independent laborato-
ries focused on small niche questions
may actually be a barrier to finding
successful clinical applications. The
establishment of larger collaborative
centers could eliminate some of the
barriers to translational research.

Regulatory issues 
Even after an idea becomes a prac-
tical solution, numerous barriers to
its clinical implementation remain.
The most significant hurdle is gaining
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Total hip arthroplasty Clinical Wear particles of articulating surfaces Develop novel materials to reduce wear particles 
but maintain post-implantation durability

Cartilage cell isolation, Clinical Costly, time delay, multiple procedures Develop similar strategies that minimize cost,
expansion, reimplantation Experimental duration of treatment, or need for multiple 

procedures

Entire joint regeneration Experimental Exists in experimental realm only Design of regenerated joints must be done in 
Many issues to resolve collaboration with surgeons to ensure efficacy 

and clinical viability
Translational initiatives between the researcher and the clinician can provide advances to well-established treatment strategies in current clinical usage, newer
treatment strategies that are available clinically but have not yet seen widespread application, and experimental strategies that may be years from clinical imple-
mentation but represent quantum changes in clinical care.

See TRANSLATION, page 46
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